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€975,000 House / Villa - Sold

Beautiful villa with a wonderful garden with swimming pool for sale in the Golf
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OVERVIEW

Magnificent villa with a beautiful garden with a swimming
pool for sale in an idyllic setting on the Golf Costa Brava.
This impressive and luxurious 308 m² house was built in 1986 and sits on a 2,274 m²
plot. The villa stands out for its beautiful and comfortable design.
The house is accessed through a wide ramp, with space to park several cars and with
access to the garage.
Upon entering, a hall welcomes us and to the left, the living room with a dining area
is arranged. The living room has a beautiful open-plan design, with a fireplace and
large windows leading to the porch that allow in plenty of natural light. The porch
offers a chill-out area and an outside dining area. From the living room, we also have
access to the equipped kitchen and the interior dining area.
In front of the living room there is another entrance area that, on the left, leads to
the night area. This consists of four double bedrooms and three bathrooms, one of
them the impressive and spacious master bedroom, with its magnificent private
bathroom and a dressing room.
The incredible design of this house is even more evident on the outside, where we
find the wonderful garden that has a fantastic pool.
The villa is equipped with oil-fired central heating.
Please get in touch for more information.
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Garden, Swimming pool, Private garage,
Alarm, Barbecue, Built-in wardrobes,
Equipped Kitchen, Fireplace, Heating,
Storage room
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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